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Fit-Jumps (and their modest relation, Fit-Non-Jumps) are very useful competitive tools that fit perfectly with 
our general understanding of responding to overcalls: namely, if you have no support for partner’s 
overcalled suit, shut-up. 
Fit-Jumps add a new layer of information to help partner to decide how far it is desirable to compete. 
 
 
Rare Change of Suit after an Overcall 
After partner has made an overcall, we almost never change suit. Can’t support partner? Even with quite a 
strong hand? Shut-up!  
When partner overcalls with a minor suit, and we hold a good quality 5-card major suit, or longer, we can 
change the suit at the same level, and show our major. 
 
ª 732      If LHO opens 1S and partner overcalls 2D, after a pass from RHO, we are permitted 
© KQJ97      to bid 2H. This does not promise tolerance or support for partner’s suit.    
¨ 95       Partner can now re-bid 3D, pass or support your hearts with 3-card support.  
§ K64      It is possible, if partner holds 15pts+ and support for you, that game can be made. 
 
Notice that, if you pass here, the contact might become 2D – your side might miss game.  
Apart from this situation, if you change suit after partner’s overcall, partner will assume that you have good 
tolerance (doubleton honour / 3-small cards) or support for his suit, as well as a 5-card suit of your own.  
 
 
Fit Jumps 
In a competitive auction (where both sides are bidding), if you jump to the 2, 3 or 4-levels in response to 
your partner’s opening bid or overcall, it is a Fit-Jump. This bid shows: 
R a weak-ish hand of 5-9pts 
R a good quality 5-card suit (which you are happy to be led), good tolerance or support for partner’s suit. 
R the higher you jump, the more distributional you are. 
R a jump to game in a new suit is not a Fit-Jump, it is to play. 
 
LHO opens 1D; partner overcalls 1H; RHO bids 1S: 
 
a) ª 852     b) ª 52         c) ª 3      d) ª 876     
 © KJ93      © K62      © 6542      © 943     
 ¨ 2       ¨ 97       ¨ 42       ¨ 52       
 § QJ764      § KQ9843     § AKJ986     § AQJ53 
 
a) 3H. You have good quality heart support, so simply make a barraging raise. 
b) 3C. A Fit-Jump. This promises heart tolerance (should partner wish to re-bid 3H) and a 5-card club suit  
 headed by ace or king and of decent quality. 
b) 4C. Another Fit-Jump, but showing even better distribution, if your partner re-bids 4H, you will be happy; 
  if your side defends an opponents’ contract, you want a club lead and not a heart lead. 
d) 2C. A Fit-Non-Jump. You have not jumped, but you are promising limited support for partner’s suit, plus a 
 5-card suit of your own. You did not have to bid – because RHO bid, your partner would have another to  
 chance to bid – so yours is a free bid, and that is why is promises some support for hearts. 
 
The real value of Fit-Jumps is when deciding how far to compete: 
In this example, both sides are not vulnerable. 
 
ª 65        RHO opens 1D; you overcall 1H; LHO bids 1S. Partner jumps to 4H. 
© AQ9842      RHO now bids 4S. Do you bid on to 5H as a sacrifice, or pass and defend?  
¨ 82        A very tough decision; you may have pushed your opponents too high already,  
§ KJ7       and bidding 5H could be doubled and fail by two or three tricks. 



 

2/  
 
Imagine that, instead of bidding 4H, your partner had made a Fit-Jump to 4C. 
Now, you would know that partner held 4-card heart support (he would not jump to such a high level 
without 4-card support for your suit), plus a 5 or 6-card club suit of good quality, presumably headed by 
§AQ. Now, bidding 5H seems correct, as you have a double fit, making your combined hands much more 
suitable to play than to defend. 
 
Dealer East  ª 2           N  E  S  W 
     © J1063          -  1D  1H  1S 
     ¨ 95           4C* 4S  ?      * Fit-Jump 
     § AQ10984     
ª AQ10984      ª KJ73 
© 75       ☐   © K  
¨ Q103         ¨ AKJ876  
§ 52        § 63 
     ª 65  
     © AQ9842 
     ¨ 42 
     § KJ7 
 
If you look at the deal, you will see that E/W make 4S, losing two clubs and A©. 
If you bid 5H (or, indeed, 5C) you will go just one down, losing a spade and two diamonds. 
The best scenario for you is that E/W bid onto 5S and then fail themselves but, either way, not letting your 
opponents bid and make 4S, is a great result for you. 
 
 
Other Occasions to use a Fit-Jump 
You can also use a Fit-Jump when partner has opened the bidding and there is an intervening bid. 
 
ª 62        Partner opens 1H, RHO overcalls 1S: 
© 9864       You could just bid 4H here but, if your opponents then bid 4S, you won’t 
¨ AKJ853      know what to do later. Instead, bid 4D immediately. Now, leave your partner  
§ 7        to make any further bidding decisions  
 
 
ª 62        Partner opens 1H, RHO overcalls 1S: 
© 9863       Almost the same hand, but slightly less distributional. 
¨ AKJ85       Just make a Fit-Jump to 3D here, and leave partner to make any further 
§ 73        bidding decisions. 
 
 
So, how can you remember when the bid is a Fit-Jump? 
It is a jump in a new suit at 2, 3 or 4-level (but not a game contract) in a competitive auction. 
A Fit-Non-Jump occurs only after partner has overcalled, the next opponent has bid, and there is a change of 
suit. 
 
 
Jump-Shift 
This is quite different form a Fit-Jump. 
 
N  E  S  W   If partner jumps in a new suit in an auction where it is just you and partner 
1D  NB  2H     bidding, this is a Jump-Shift, showing a very strong hand, where the bidder  
         knows what the trump suit will be and is expressing slam interest. 
 


